THE IMPORTANCE OF ACOUSTIC IN SOUND
When we speak, we push air from our lungs, which continues up through the neck via the vocal chords, which in turn
vibrate and create sound.

STC values are a very useful tool in acoustical design but should be downrated for actual field conditions, as
even the best installation will never match the lab rating. Materials are rated in terms of their ability to absorb
sounds. Furthermore, nearly all ceiling tile is ruined by painting unless very special paints are used with great
care. If background is lower than what's transmitted, then room occupants will hear sounds from the adjoining
space. Even small holes make a big difference. For example, for a gym, walls can be built of a special slotted
concrete block. Sound recording and the telephone played important roles in a global transformation of
society. Source: WHO. In modern parlance, if a string sounds the note C when plucked, a string twice as long
will sound a C an octave lower. NIC is based on hearing sensitivity rather than discernment of actual speech,
which is the primary concern in open office layouts prevalent in acoustical design work. Considering the types
of noise and architecture Noises can either be transmitted through the air or through the building fabric itself
through the envelope , vertically from floor to floor , or laterally through internal partitions. Padding the feet
of furniture can help with furniture noise, but doesn't help with foot noise. Reverberation Time - Time
required for a sound to decay to a value one millionth of its original intensity or to drop 60 decibels. Sound
pressures set the eardrum in vibration and this movement is transmitted to the inner ear, where nerves are
stimulated. To be fully effective, walls should go from floor to the structure above, and holes should be
carefully caulked or filled. Myths and Truths Myth: control noise just by installing carpet. These include the
predictability and familiarity of the sound, the controllability of the sound, personal attitude and sensitivities,
information on the contents of the sound, and the necessity for the sound. HVAC systemscan also created
noise through the distribution system because of excess air or water velocity pipes or ducts too small or
through poor workmanship such as small holes that create hisses and whistles. For example, you can place a
book case in the class room, fill it with binders, and then remove every other cover. Furthermore, many of
these systems use low quality microphones and loudspeakers that distort the sound. The earliest records of the
study of this phenomenon are attributed to the philosopher Pythagoras in the 6th century BC. It's best to have
it inspected by someone who understands this before walls are covered up. Less noise. Better speaker comfort.
Ceiling Attenuation Class CAC Rates a ceiling's efficiency as a barrier to airborne sound transmission
between adjacent closed offices. Experimental measurements of the speed of sound in air were carried out
successfully between and by a number of investigators, prominently Mersenne.

